Purpose: A major challenge in genomic medicine is how to best predict risk of disease from rare variants discovered in Mendelian disease genes but with limited phenotypic data. We have recently used Bayesian methods to show that in vitro functional measurements and computational pathogenicity classification of variants in the cardiac gene SCN5A correlate with rare arrhythmia penetrance. We hypothesized that similar predictors could be used to impute variant-specific penetrance prior probabilities.
Introduction
A major challenge to integrating genotype information into clinical care is accurately linking genetic variants to disease. As cheap whole genome, exome, and gene panel sequencing become more widely used, the genetics community is frequently observing novel, ultra-rare variants-ones carried by a single or few (often related) individuals. Indeed, most variants found in large genome sequencing efforts are novel or ultra rare; 1, 2 and the majority of these variants will never be observed in a sufficient number of carriers to ascertain a strong statistical association with disease. In addition, with recent large-scale genetic sequencing efforts taking place around the world, the genetics community is identifying greater numbers of individuals, ostensibly unaffected, who carry variants previously thought to be disease-inducing. 3, 4 As a consequence, both insufficient carrier counts and increasing conflict of annotations are causing many diagnostic laboratories that previously confidently annotated genetic variants as "Likely Pathogenic" or "Pathogenic", to annotate increasingly more conservatively, now calling most variants "Variants of Uncertain Significance" (VUS).
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To help assess the significance of variants, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) suggests criteria to integrate population, functional, computational, and segregation data using several described heuristics to classify variants. 9, 10 While this classification yields a common scale by which variants can be interpreted and compared, for the majority of variants, only a subset of those data is known (computed or experimentally determined). Additionally, the annotation framework suggests classifications ranging from "pathogenic/likely pathogenic" to "likely benign/benign", with variants not confidently placed into either of these categories classified as VUS, emphasizing the overall degree of uncertainty in classification instead of degree of pathogenicity. We suggest incorporating both degree of uncertainty and degree of pathogenicity will enable the increased use of genetics in medicine.
Bayesian methods are a promising approach to address the rare, novel variant annotation opportunity described above given their ability to estimate the likelihood of an outcome, even when data are sparse, by integrating multiple lines of evidence. In this study, we built a Bayesian model to estimate the probability a variant will cause a disease outcome; here, this probability is interpreted as the penetrance of the variant. Our goals of the analyses are: 1)
to produce a high-quality estimate of penetrance that can be applied to variants for which carrier data are limited or unavailable; and 2) to develop a method for generating a data-driven prior distribution of penetrance which can be updated as new data become available for previously observed or unobserved variants. The first goal relies on statistical methods of "borrowing strength" or sharing information across variants. The second goal will produce variant-specific, quantitative penetrance priors-especially informative for rare variants-even in the absence of a large number of carriers.
We develop this framework for the rare cardiac arrhythmia disorder Brugada Syndrome (BrS), which is linked to rare loss-of-function variants in the cardiac sodium channel SCN5A.
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Our proposed approach can efficiently integrate functional and structural data, previously published variant classifiers, and carrier counts observed in affected and unaffected populations to estimate the BrS penetrance attributable to individual SCN5A variants. Additionally, our framework has the flexibility to incorporate more information (e.g. additional variant functional characteristics, carrier demographics, etc.) as more variant or carrier data are discovered. As part of this analysis, we produce a structure-based metric to quantitate enrichment in "hotspot" regions of the protein structure for variants with higher penetrance. 12 We show herein that we can leverage the quantitative relationship between predictive features, determinable for all variants, to impute variant-specific priors for BrS penetrance. We suggest these methodologies can be extended to other genes and disorders in order to enable quantitative interpretation of variants, from rare to common, probabilistically and quantitatively.
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Materials and Methods
These analyses focus on the SCN5A gene, where individual variants are known to influence the clinical presentation of the autosomal dominant arrhythmia Brugada Syndrome (BrS). 14, 15 We define cases as individuals with either a spontaneous or drug-induced ECG BrS pattern.
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Penetrance is generally defined as the fraction of variant carriers who are BrS cases. We define an estimated BrS penetrance as the average variant-specific posterior penetrance, denoted as the following: 
Here peak current is an in vitro measurement of the maximum current through a channel (normalized to wild type), structure metric is the penetrance density 12 (detailed in the supplement), and in silico classifiers is a vector populated with commonly used variant classification servers such as PROVEAN and PolyPhen (see below); all predictors used are continuous, not categorical or binary. The fitted model is then used to generate an updated prior distribution and subsequent posterior expected penetrance and this process is iterated until it converges to the maximum likelihood solution (Figure 1 ). Resulting models can be used to generate a variant-specific predicted penetrance and nonparametric variance estimate based on local averaging. Using a beta-binomial model to estimate penetrance, the prior parameters (α prior and β prior ) are identifiable from a predicted penetrance and its associated variance. Note that we do not observe the actual penetrance for any given variant; the penetrance is a latent variable.
For comparison, we generated predicted penetrance values using a standard empirical Bayes method which generated a single empirical prior for all variants (called empirical prior throughout the text, Figure S1 ). As a result, we compare our EM penetrance predictions to the posterior mean penetrance derived from the two separate priors: 1) prior derived by the weighted average penetrance over all variants in the dataset (empirical prior, not variant specific and a more conservative estimate) and 2) prior imputed by the EM algorithm using pattern mixture models to accommodate for variants with missing features. Additionally, we generated priors applying the full dataset or by removing one variant at a time from all stages of prior generation (leave one out cross validation; LOOCV). Figure S2 ). Due to uncertainty in the estimated penetrance, all subsequent models and Pearson R 2 calculations were weighted by the inverse variance of the estimated posterior beta distribution capped at the ninth decile determined in this step.
Expectation maximization Bayesian beta-binomial penetrance predictions. The final step of this procedure employs a set of models built with a linear regression pattern mixture algorithm, updating and predicting posterior mean penetrances iteratively until the resulting α prior, EM and β prior, EM parameters combined changed by < 10% from the previous iteration, with a maximum of 10 iterations to circumvent oscillations. This process typically converged within three to four iterations. Some variants were estimated to have a penetrance and penetrance-dependent variance incompatible with a beta distribution; we applied the empirical prior (described above) in these cases. These final posterior estimates (EM) are used as the conditional prior for when new data become available for known variants or new variants discovered in a population.
Assessment of predictions.
To assess discrimination of predictors we calculated penetrance dependent c-statistics (AUCs) and coefficient of determination (Pearson's R 2 ) ;
we additionally calculated frequencies of posterior mean penetrances (derived from both empirical and EM priors) within EM imputed prior 95% credible intervals. To compare the classification performance of the various predictors, we compute AUCs for two subsets of variants: all predictors are available or structure is available but peak current is not available. The two remaining subsets of variants (peak current is available but no structure or neither peak current nor structure are available) had few variants with greater than 20% posterior mean penetrance, therefore these subsets are not presented. We also report coefficients of determination weighted by the inverse variance of the estimated posterior beta distribution as described above. We used leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) with the same EM iterative procedure as outlined above to further validate coefficients of determination. Furthermore, we report coefficients of determination of mean posterior penetrance (derived from either the EM prior or empirical prior) explained by the EM prior estimated mean penetrance. The data, analytic methods, and study materials have been made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure. All analyses were done using the datasets provided in supplemental material and at [website to be assigned at time of publication].
Results
Using a Bayesian beta-binomial method, we calculated a set of imputed expectation maximization priors with an interval of credible penetrance values ( Figure S3 ). Affected and unaffected carriers (equivalent to the likelihood function) were then added to the prior to generate the posterior penetrance estimate and associated credibility interval. We applied this approach to a previously generated dataset of SCN5A features and BrS phenotype counts, 16 supplemented with reports in the literature published within the last year. The penetrance estimates generated from predictive features (function, in silico predictions, structural metric) have different mean values (low for L1308F and high for R878C) as well as regions of credibility (narrow for L1308F and wide for both I1660V and R878C, Figure 2 ). There was a general trend that variants predicted to have relatively low penetrance had relatively narrow credible intervals compared to variants with relatively high predicted penetrance. This follows from the estimates of predicted penetrance-dependent variance which is greater as the predicted penetrance increases ( Figure S2 ).
A modified Bayesian approach to generate priors. A typical Empirical Bayes approach would
combine information across all variants to estimate a single prior distribution and estimate penetrance from that prior. These estimates assume all variant effects have the same prior and are therefore shrunk towards a global mean across all variants. Here we put forward a method to model the latent penetrance (mean and variance) for each variant from variant-specific predictive features to impute a variant-specific prior, which we then use to compute the posterior penetrance. 1
Continuous prediction of penetrance: function and structure improve accuracy. We next determined which features used to predict estimated penetrance contributed to the variance explained. To accomplish this, we used EM priors to predict posterior penetrance generated from empirical priors (non-variant specific) or EM priors (variant-specific, imputed priors). The subset of all variants where function and structure are known has the highest variance explained of any subset in the pattern mixture-predicted models; the subset of variants where structure is known and peak current is unknown is similarly well predicted (Tables 1 and 2 ; Figure 3 ). The Pearson's R 2 is near 0.5 for both of these subsets. Leave One Out Cross
Validation (LOOCV) estimated optimism is less than 0.10. These performance metrics are much improved compared to using sequence-derived predictive features alone (Pearson's R 2 of 0.16).
Even the most conservative Pearson's R 2 , from EM prior predictions compared against empirical estimates of mean posterior penetrance, are near 0.4 for the subset of variants where function and structure are known (and an estimated optimism of less than 0.1). All these data support the use of structure and function in estimating variant-specific penetrance, especially structural data.
Classification of high or low penetrance variants. One important application of classifying
variants is to focus resources on variants most likely to cause some pathology or potentially explain an existing pathology. To this end, we employed a binary classification (disease-causing vs. not disease-causing), selecting multiple penetrance cutoffs. Since variants varied by which predictors were available, we divided variants into subgroups and attempted classification within those groups. The subgroups were 1) function and structure are known and 2) structure is known, but function is unknown. The sharp rise on the left side of the ROC curves in Figure 4 , suggest function (peak current) and structure are best at discriminating low from high BrS penetrance variants, and that this classification performance is best for variants predicted to be most highly penetrant (i.e. those with more severe in vitro phenotype and close in space to other variants with high BrS penetrance). The gap between ROC curves for models trained with all features (blue) and each feature individually suggests the non-overlap of information contained in any one feature, most notable in the upper right figure (structure available but no peak current).
Penetrance prediction precision. Our goal is to generate more accurate predictions of variantspecific penetrance and also to quantify the uncertainty of our predictions to yield an informative and interpretable priors and posteriors. One concern with the proposed methodology, indeed much of Bayesian prediction, is that posterior mean estimates of penetrance are derived from observations of affected and unaffected individuals (likelihood function), but are also influenced by priors. We believe the most accurate prior is imputed by variant specific maximized likelihood (EM prior); however, for variants with low carrier counts, the resulting posterior mean penetrance estimates are determined largely by the prior. To measure the optimism in our estimates of precision, we calculated frequency statistics of posterior mean penetrance estimates derived from the empirical prior or imputed EM prior falling within 95% credible intervals from pattern mixture EM priors. If variant-specific EM priors were overly optimistic in precision, we expect the fraction of posterior mean penetrances within 95% credible intervals to fall below 95% as we select variants with greater carrier counts (i.e. less influenced by the EM prior) for evaluation; the effect would be especially noticeable when using the empirical prior to generate posterior mean penetrances. However, we observe the frequency at which posterior mean penetrance estimates fall within the 95% credible interval defined by the prior is at or exceeds 95% ( Figure S4 ). As expected, the percentage is the lowest for low carrier count variants with a posterior mean penetrance derived from an empirical prior, though still nominally at 95%. "pathogenic", "benign") are not the optimal way to describe the impact of genetic variants on disease. We instead suggest carrier risk is probabilistic and lies on a continuous range from 0 (impossible) to 1 (certain), mirrored in the estimation of penetrance.
Structure and peak current improve prediction of penetrance. Here we showed that variants with increased penetrance burden of BrS tend to localize in protein structure ( Figure 6 and Tables 1   and 2 ). Features derived from structure contain information not present in other predictive features, as can be seen by the improvement in prediction when structure is included, true for all subsets evaluated (Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 3 ). The degree of information added by structure suggests the three-dimensional location in regions enriched for higher penetrance do not also have functional disruptions or evolutionary constraints, as encoded in peak current and sequence-based predictive features, respectively. One potential explanation is that the functional perturbation used, peak current, imperfectly recapitulates the functional defect responsible for variation in penetrance, or perhaps only a subset of mechanisms that result in lower peak current have a large influence on BrS clinical presentation (akin to what we have observed with late current and long QT syndrome 32 ). Another possible explanation is peak current contains noise from the variability in measurements from different labs or different model cell systems which dilutes the otherwise observable relationship between loss of peak current and BrS penetrance. Whatever the reason, clearly there is a need to include structural information in variant interpretation.
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Prospects for applications of this method. The methodology described relies upon having a sufficient number of variants with high carrier counts such that penetrance can be reliably estimated and also having predictive features with some relationship to the disease (e.g. changes in function and sequence conservation). This limits the potential application of the methods described herein to a relatively small subset of genes at present. For example, of the 59 genes the ACMG recommends clinical diagnostic laboratories report secondary variant discovery, 36 have greater than or equal to 20 missense "pathogenic"/"likely pathogenic" variants in ClinVar, 36 suggesting that many variants are described in the literature and can be curated in a similar manner to SCN5A. 36 The penetrance estimates in our approach will continue to be refined as additional data become available (i.e. phenotype data from case reports and large biobank projects, additional in vitro functional studies, and improved computational and structural predictors).
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Conclusion. Penetrance, as formulated in a Bayesian beta-binomial framework, allows us to quantitatively integrate phenotypic data with functional measurements, variant classifiers, and sequence-and structure-based features to accurately estimate disease risk attributable to specific variants, even when clinical information is limited. Penetrance more precisely describes disease risk and uncertainty than categorical pathogenicity classifications. We suggest this probabilistic penetrance approach can be applied to additional rare Mendelian diseases to better estimate disease risk and improve the impact and accuracy of genomic medicine.
Collected data are available at the following website: (to be finalized with publication)
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. T e n n e s s e n J A , Number of variants in each subgroup are the following (number pathogenic at a cutoff of 20%):
130 (58) and 623 (201) for variants with peak current and structure or variants with structure and no peak current, respectively. Here in silico models refer to previously published predictive classifiers, as described in the methods. 
